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HOW TO SECURE A $35
MILLION DOLLAR STORM
SETTLEMENT
In April 2011, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville was hit consecutively with two
separate storms with hail 1 inch in diameter.
This was combined with 70-90 mph winds, up to
7-10 inches of rain and circling tornados. Hail,
wind and trees literally beat the roofs to pieces.
As Tim Tomlinson, Director of Construction
says, at this point the story usually turns into
a sob. But in this case UTK has successfully
negotiated their way into the repair and/or
replacement of some 150 roofs and an award that
is rapidly climbing to $35 Million.
How did UTK successfully manage the
repairs while negotiating with insurance
companies who are well known for slashing and
denying claims? Rarely, does any institution
walk away from a storm disaster feeling justified
that they received what they deserved.
“One factor was having real proof,” says
Tomlinson. “Our Associate Vice Chancellor,
Dave Irvin, had used ICC in Texas at the
University of Houston during his battle to
recover from Hurricane Ike. We were fortunate
that he brought that experience with him to
UTK: Infrared Concepts Corporation, (ICC)..
ICC was used to help fight this hailstorm issue.
In Dave Irvin’s case, ICC was one of the reasons
the University of Houston award was $23.4
million instead of the original offer of $4 million.
Tomlinson says his team decided their priority
was truth telling. “We were very careful to only
claim what we could prove,” says Tomlinson. “…
We erred on the side of caution in not claiming
any known pre-existing roof damages … our
adjuster knew this was our attitude and the truth
bought us a lot of understanding.

“…ICC is like a vaccine against being
taken advantage of when negotiating a
hail or hurricane settlement….”
David Irvin, AIA, Associate Vice Chancellor
for Facility Services, University of TNKnoxville

ICC IS AWARDED 100 SCHOOL
ASSESSMENT
FULTON COUNTY, GA
“… This letter shall serve as official notification that
Fulton County Schools has awarded the abovereferenced contract to ICC Thermal Mapping &
Surveying.”
ICC received 917 points out of a possible
1,000 points (labeled by Fulton County Schools as
“Outstanding”) which were allocated to various areas
such as: Price, Technical Abilities, Business Stability,
Deliverables and Methodology. This was the basis for
ICC being selected for the project.
Included in the massive project is approximately
100 schools or approximately 7 million square
feet of low slope roofing and includes ALL of ICC’s
basic deliverables including Moisture Reconnaissance
Intelligence (MRI) reports, Multi-gradient Thermal
Maps, Engineering Grade AutoCAD, Prioritized roof
section analysis and Web based report with measuring
tools.

“ICC’S PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES GIVE ME THE BEST
BANG FOR THE BUCK!”
Joseph Clements, P.E., Executive
Director of Facilities Services, Fulton
County Schools

ICC Completes
Maxwell/ Gunter
Air Force Bases
Harold (Pete) Preskitt, Facility Manager at
Maxwell/Gunter reports that he has been in the
roof management business for literally
decades and in his estimation ICC’s deliverables
represent a major breakthrough in roof
assessment. Preskitt reports he has cored the
report and found it incredibly accurate. In
addition to locating moisture problems, ICC
identified two roofs scheduled for replacement
that are now being reconsidered due to the
absence of significant moisture intrusion.

ICC’s Thermal Mapping is 36x Higher
Resolution Than The Fly-By Approach
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wet roofing material that has
lost its insulating value and
needs repair or replacement. Time and time again ICC’s products have been forensically
verified by coring and lab testing per ASTM Guidelines.
Example: ICC’s tests reveal that the fly-by method will identify moisture that is usually
40% wet or more – that is 8 times what is the recommended threshold for most material
types. The results of the fly-by approach is virtually the same as a “squish test” performed
while walking on the roof. The fly-by approach is junk-science showing what most facility
managers already know about roof condition.
In addition to ICC’s data collection platform of a helicopter which hovers over the rooftop, ICC’s Multi-Gradient Thermal Maps delineates both dry, sustainable roofing and
identifies roof areas that are transitioning from dry to wet. ICC’s Thermal Maps are
dynamic and interactive documents that remain a vital tool long after the ICC reports are,
delivered and initially acted upon. Unlike others, ICC’s reports are not simply a picture in
time, but a document whose value endures as clients use this tool months and even years
after report delivery.
“If a client fails to perform the coring and lab testing
recommended, they will never know a 6 inch pixel project can be
a “pig in a poke.” Buying this low bid service could also mean
an exercise in wasting precious dollars….”
Stan McDougall, CEO of ICC

ICC IS FORENSICALLY SOUND AND
LEGALLY ADMISSABLE
The forensic proof of whether an
aerial infrared roof assessment is right
or wrong can best be served by following
ASTM Guidelines to core and lab test for
an accuracy. ICC’s reports have been
cored and lab tested by many clients and
found to be more than 95% accurate.
The number one goal is accurate, actionable intelligence.

“When ICC’s forensic tools are used, there is nowhere to run, nowhere to hide
because they provide scientific facts that can be verified by third-parties which
defines a defensible forensic process.” Steve Sellers, Attorney

Another STATE
OF MASS Project
Completed

ICC completed yet another project
for DCAM with the State of MA which
included prisons, jails houses, hospitals,
State office buildings and the Central
Medical Examiners facility. Although
follow-up coring and lab testing are still
in process, it appears hundreds of
thousands, if not millions of dollars could
be reallocated to more urgent needs.
Under consideration is restoration on
several sites rather than opting for total
roof replacements.

FSU & ICC-16 Years Together
University Clients on the Grow at ICC
Valencia State College and MS Gulf Coast University add their names to a long list of
college & universities who say ICC gives them accurate, actionable intelligence they simply
cannot get any other way. While performing physical inspections is important, being able
to see invisible, moisture inside roofs and walls completes the picture much like a
physician employing MRIs prior to recommending a treatment plan or operation.
With roof replacement proposals ranging from $20 - $50 a square foot, preserving
sustainable roof materials is a valid way to manage financial resources, ICC prioritizes
needs versus relying on professional guesses.

ICC is in High Demand as Speakers for
Facility Manager Conferences:

Although we are well into our 16th year there are still many Facility Managers who are yet to
learn about ICC or perhaps even believe that we have ability to see inside roofs and walls with
once secret military technology. Using the whole forensic process recommended by ASTM, ICC
can guarantee that our recalibrated reports are accurate and will hold up in the courtroom or
the boardroom; this promise of accuracy is something no other supplier has been comfortable in
offering.
In the past few months ICC has been invited to Speak at the following organizations:
Southeast Regional Association of Physical Plant Administrators (SRAPPA),
MS School Plant Managers Assoc., Virginia School Plant Managers Assoc., Florida Association
of Physical Plant Managers (FLAPPA) National School Plant Managers Association and MS
Association of Community & Junior Colleges.

ICC Now a “Content Provider” for ISES
ICC is pleased to announce that based on the requests of Florida State University and
University of Central Florida, ISES Corporation has graciously agreed for ICC to become
a “Content Provider.” It is advantageous for clients who are working with ISES or
other similar organization prepare their physical inspection and other reports to embed
ICC’s reports inside. Obviously, in this way those looking at either the ISES report or
the ICC report will have the advantage of seeing inside the roof in addition to the physical
inspection report.

ICC’s Multi-Gradient Thermal Maps Are
Based Upon Very High One (1) Inch Pixel
Resolution Which Creates Unsurpassed
Accuracy
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